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Have an upcoming event in June you'd like featured? E-mail xoops@fantazzled.com!



Witz World!
witzworld.fantazzled.com

Hollow
Kingdom!

hollowkingdom.weebly.com

❁ Russian Blue
Breed Week - Still
lots of adoptions! Go

check 'em out!

Looking for stamps?
Let me help!

❁ Oasis, Cyborg,
DTRH, Medusa, Filthy

Hippie, and
PhantomBark have
monthly stamps.

❁ Many of
Bad_Death's Crew

have individual
stamps!

❁ Check out some
Showrooms on RKC

& WW!

❁ Check out Insanity
Ranch for some
Milestone Badge
stamps to collect!

KEEPING YOU IN THE LOOP | BY XOOPS

       If you haven't heard - I will be hosting the second annual Great
Easter Egg Hunt, starting on April 8th! So get your peepers ready to find
some eggs! There will be a few puzzles, some activity-based prize
claiming, lots of stamps to collect, and lots of prizes!
       Last month saw the first Breed Week on Whiskerwick since
September 2022, the Russian Blue! So if you didn't check that out, you can
still snag some adoptions in The Post. Coming up in May will be the second
Breed Week of the year... I wonder which breed it'll be! What are you
hoping for?
       The Spring Cleaning Challenge is still going on until April 15 - if
you're interested in some more stamps or a hexed prize! And if you
haven't checked out the ongoing Year of the Rabbit event, you should,
lots of activities to do for that as well!
       And finally, go take a shot at the Spring Hexing Challenge Arie is
running! Let's see what you can come up with!
  ❁ Great Easter Egg Hunt - whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/12908/
  ❁ Spring Cleaning - whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/12880/
  ❁ Year of the Rabbit - whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/12103/
  ❁ Spring Hexing Contest - whiskerwick.boards.net/thread/13244/
       Now that the events are out of the way, Rowan @ Canis Coyote has
put together a handy Petz Utilites Masterlist on their site, go check it
out, maybe you'll find something helpful that you've never used before!
And speaking of Utilities, Prism Mirror Lens made a handy new one - a toy
and clothing image extractor - Your closet organization has never been
easier! Another new utility by Prism - the Petz Thumbnail Installer,
which changes thumbnail of your .pet files into their Petz Pic!
  ❁ Utilities Masterlist - caniscoyotekennelz.weebly.com/petz-utilities.html
  ❁ Prism's Utilities - ratshack.neocities.org/text/petz/petzutils

"What is your favourite activity to enjoy
with Beth?" ~ Nebula

       Well Nebula, I'd say anything that isn't
testing or modeling some new item, crazy
idea, or exotic playscene! You know, I was
born before the Petz 4 DLC was even released.
We had basic toys, flea spray that made us
sick, no medicine bottle or sliders to fix it, two
dog food bowls that were the same flavor, no
adorable Cargo mouse yarn balls, and yet we
still managed to be content!

       But I digress, where was I? Oh,
that's right, things I like to do with
Elizabeth... Hm. I like quiet time, just
the two of us, playing fetch, and digging
some holes. I'm happiest when it's
peaceful and I'm getting lots of
attention. I enjoy the company of
maybe one other pet with me for a little
while, but I get tired of being knocked
down and just want to relax and gnaw
on a toy without all the extra bother.
       I'm getting a bit too old for the
shenanigans of some of these rowdy
petz with their fancy new overwrite
textures and the like.
       Sincerely,
       Ralph
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CURIOUS ABOUT GEORGE? | BY KATHLEEN

       Back in the summer of 2019, I started a purebred/non-inbred line of
mutts. It was my first real breeding project since returning to the PC - I
didn't end up getting very far though - when George popped out with his
perfect slothy eyes, selfie eyelids, and the cutest white patches (that little
bum patch!) it was love at first sight.

       I had so much fun raising George and getting
to know him. He is so sweet, eager to please, and
just wants to be friends with everyone (although his
track record is.. not great). He loves to play catch
with the duoball, wreck my flower garden, play
flyball and soccer, and chase (and fail to catch) the
frisbee! Over the years George has become more
and more dear to me. He is the perfect pal to hang
out with whenever I'm having a rough day, and I
love to let him run around and play when I need to

get some work done on my computer. George even has his own little
collection of toys and clothes including a George plushie from Amanda and
his very own slothy bowtie from Bunni!
       Over the last year or so I decided to try showing George, and was
surprised to find that he did really well in the show ring! He is currently
working towards the coveted Legend title (with only about 100 points left
to go!) as well as his Good Petz Citizen, agility, trick show, and frisbee
titles. I'm loving the challenge of showing him, as well as the time spent
together working on his show entries. ❤

❁ April 9 - Easter Sunday

❁ April 22, 2021 -
Bentley's Birthday, owned
by Bunni@Funfetti

❁ April 24, 2021 -
Raffles's Birthday, owned
by Lobb@Folderol

❁ May 10, 2017 -
Dapper's Birthday, owned

by Penny@Just Dandy
(Submitted by Bunni @ Funfetti)
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check out some new sites - new downloads - adoptions - and more!
If you would like your new content featured here, e-mail xoops@fantazzled.com

(Credits: Babyz pic courtesy of Kayla)
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